
Support with PIE 

A Recipe for SUCCESS 



PIE PARAGRAPHS  

 make your POINT, state your opinion or 

POSITION  
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PIE PARAGRAPHS  

 make your POINT, state your opinion or 

POSITION  

 ILLUSTRATE it with quotations, examples, or 

facts from literature, situations from life, and 

lessons learned, and then  

 write sentences that EXPLAIN or EXPAND 

your ideas to show the link between those 

examples and your position statement.   

 



ILLUSTRATIONS (filling) from 3 L’s 

Literature 

Life 

Lessons 
 Invite CROSS and EXTRA 
CURRICULAR CONNECTIONS 



Examples from Literature 

 Short Stories 

Poetry 
Plays 

Novels 

Movies 

 Magazines 



Examples from Life – 

Experiences with 

 an adult 

 a peer 

 same gender 

 opposite gender 

 same culture 

 another culture 



Examples from Life 

or sad 

in between 

Happy  



Examples from Lessons Learned 

Topics studied in the past 

From course work studied this school year 

Remember CROSS and EXTRA 
CURRICULAR CONNECTIONS 



Examples from Lessons Learned 

Topics studied in the past 

From course work studied this school year 

Invite CROSS and EXTRA 
CURRICULAR CONNECTIONS 



Learned outside of school 

From Religion 

From  Family 

From Sports 

From Arts 



Sample Format – w/TRANSITIONS 

  State your POSITION (or opinion on the 
topic).  For example, (ILLUSTRATE with 
quotations, facts, or examples from literature or 
from life). This shows (In two or three 
sentences EXPLAIN or expand the link between 
the illustration and the point.)  Furthermore, 
(another ILLUSTRATION).  This means…( In two 
or three sentences EXPLAIN).  Moreover, 
(another ILLUSTRATION).  One can see how (In 
two or three sentences EXPLAIN or 
SUMMARIZE).   

(9-11 sentences) 



Sample PIE Paragraph 

 Learning to communicate well is an important skill 
for anyone to develop whether a student or a 
professional.  For example, teachers learn what 
students understand from what they say.  This 
means that students who want to get good grades in 
school will have to speak well enough to show what 
they know. Furthermore, people use speaking to help 
take care of problems in their personal and 
professional lives.  



Let’s test this recipe. 

Please read sample paragraph on the handout. 

 

Mark the PIE ELEMENTS that you notice. 

 

Use BLUE,  

YELLOW, and  

GREEN markers. 
 



Let’s test this recipe. 

Please read sample paragraph on the handout. 

 

Mark the PIE ELEMENTS that you notice. 

 

Use BLUE,  

YELLOW, and  

GREEN markers. 
 

Use BLUE to highlight the main POINT 

Use YELLOW to highlight 3 L’s  that ILLUSTRATE 

Use GREEN to highlight sentences that  EXPLAIN 

or EXPAND 



PIE PARAGRAPHS  

 Use BLUE to highlight the main POINT, statement of 
opinion or POSITION  

 

 Use YELLOW to highlight 3 L’s  that ILLUSTRATE 
(quotations, examples, or facts from literature, 
situations from life, and lessons learned,)  

  

 Use GREEN to highlight sentence that  EXPLAIN or 
EXPAND ideas to show the link between those 
examples and the position statement.   

 



Statement of POINT or OPINION 

  Learning to communicate well is an important skill 
for anyone to develop whether a student or a 
professional. For example, teachers learn what 
students understand from what they say.  This 
means that students who want to get good grades in 
college will have to write well enough to show what 
they know. Furthermore, people use speaking to help 
take care of problems in their personal and 
professional lives.  



Transition to ILLUSTRATION 

 Learning to communication effectively is an 
important skill for anyone to develop whether a 
college student or a professional.  For example, 
teachers learn what students understand from what 
they say.  This means that students who want to get 
good grades in college will have to communicate well 
enough to show what they know. Furthermore, 
people use speaking to help take care of problems in 
their personal and professional lives.  



Transition to EXPLANATION 

 Learning to communicate effectively is an important 
skill for anyone to develop whether a college 
student or a professional.  For example, teachers 
learn what students understand from what they say.  
This means that students who want to get good 
grades in college will have to speak well enough to 
show what they know. Another situation may be a 
person writing a letter to a favorite rock star and 
asking for an autographed CD. Furthermore, people 
use communication skills to help take care of 
problems in their personal and professional lives.  



Transition to ILLUSTRATIONS 

  Learning to communicate effectively is an 
important skill for anyone to develop whether a 
college student or a professional.  For example, 
teachers learn what students understand from what 
they say.  This means that students who want to get 
good grades in school will have to speak well enough 
to show what they know. Another situation may be a 
person writing a letter to a favorite rock star and 
asking for an autographed CD. Furthermore, people 
use writing to help take care of problems in their 
personal and professional lives.  



 For example, professionals sometimes write letters 
to tell a company about a bad experience a client 
has had with a product bought for a special occasion 
present broke on the first day. Lawyers have to 
prepare their speeches before they present them 
to a judge or a jury.  These examples show how 
important it is to be able to communicate 
effectively to request a favor, to articulate a 
problem, or to do well in the courtroom. 

Transition to two ILLUSTRATIONS 



 For example, professionals sometimes write letters 
to tell a company about a bad experience a client 
has had with a product bought for a special occasion 
present broke on the first day. Lawyers have to 
prepare their speeches before they present them 
to a judge or a jury. These examples show how 
important it is to be able to communicate 
effectively to request a favor, to articulate a 
problem, or to do well in the courtroom. 

Transition to second EXPLANATION 



Transition to CONCLUSION 

 So, from these examples, one can see that 
learning to write well can be good in lots of 
ways for people of all ages. 

 



Closing with SUMMARY Sentence 

 So, from these examples, one can see that 
learning to write well can be good in lots of 
ways for people of all ages. 



It’s YOUR TURN to try PIE recipe. 



Consider your next essay 

 What is your topic? 

 Brainstorm for ideas using 3 L’s 

 Organize in some sort of order 

 Write POSITION statement 

 ILLUSTRATE it with 3 L’s 

 EXPLAIN connections 

 Close the paragraph. 



POINT 

Analyzing a PIE organization 
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Take Time to REVISE 

Look at AGAIN, to reVISIT, see Again 



Consider Four E’s for Revision 

Expand – develop what is written to make ideas 

clearer and more interesting without being 

repetitive. 

–  Add more information to show rather than tell. using 

examples from 3 L’s (literature (any reading and 

viewing), life (personal experiences and 

observations), and lessons learned in other content 

area courses.)  

– Research more for creditable weighty evidence. 



Revise with Four E’s 

 Explain – clarify what is written by using 

various reasons based on experiences and 

observations and lessons learned in other 

courses. “This is important because…” 



Revise with Four E’s 

Exchange and rearrange - what words can be 

substituted that will make the writing clearer, 

more interesting, more precise 

– more active verbs instead of passive ones with 

forms of the verb “to be”; 

–  more concrete nouns, more words that have the 

positive or negative connotations to create the 

desired mood in your reader.  

 



Revise with Four E’s 

 Think about ways words, sentences, paragraphs can 

be rearranged to make the ideas unfold more 

smoothly,  

 making the thoughts less unambiguous  

 more interesting 

 more inviting to consider. 

What does audience need to know before making a 

decision about what you’ve written?  

 



Revise with Four E’s 

 Expunge – get rid of distracting or weak 

words, phrases, and sentences that cloud 

writing and prevent ideas from shining through, 

glowing with authority as the writing informs, 

convinces, persuades, and even entertains. 

 



How’s Your P.I.E. Coming Along? 


